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Abstract— As modern wind farms have the ability to
provide regulation service for the power system, wind
power plant operators may be motivated to participate in
the regulating market to maximize their profit. In this
paper, an optimal regulation service strategy for a wind
farm to participate in the regulating market is proposed.
The relationship between up regulation price and wind
power level, and the relationship between the probability of
up regulation and the wind power level are studied. The
stochastic optimization is adopted to find the optimal ratio
for regulation service. The Monte Carlo method is used in
the stochastic optimization to deal with the uncertainty of
the up regulation price and the up regulation activation of
the power system. The Danish short-term electricity
market and a wind farm in western Denmark are chosen to
evaluate the effect of the proposed strategy. Simulation
results show the proposed strategy can increase the revenue
of wind farms by leaving a certain amount of wind power
for regulation service.
Keywords—Wind farm; optimal regulation service strategy;
stochastic optimization; regulating market; revenue maximizing

I.

INTRODUCTION

The wind power industry developed very fast around the
world. At the end of 2014, the new global total installed wind
capacity was 369.6 GW, representing cumulative market
growth of more than16% [1]. In Denmark, the wind energy
accounted for 39.1% of Denmark’s electricity needs in 2014
[1]. With this high level of penetration of wind power, the
power system faces more severe instability issues because of
the wind variation. Thus the wind powers are expected to
behave as other generation sources to contribute to the power
system stability.
The stability of power systems should be maintained in
both the short and long term. The imbalance between load and
generation is balanced by operational reserves, which are
divided into primary reserve, secondary reserve and long-term
reserve [2]. Variable speed wind turbines in modern wind
power plants have intrinsic fast ramping up and down
capabilities [3, 4], so they are able to provide primary reserve
and secondary reserve [5]. The secondary reserve is also called
regulating power, which can be traded in the regulating power
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market where the players submit their bids for upward and
downward regulation of production or consumption [2].
In Nordic countries, wind power can be traded in the
Nordic electricity market, which consists of three markets: the
spot market, the balancing market and the regulating market [6].
The spot market is a day-ahead market where power contracts
of a minimum of one-hour duration are traded for delivery of
the following day [7]. The balancing market is an intraday
market [8]. It closes one hour before the physical delivery and
the participants can trade in this market in the intervening
hours to improve their physical electric balance. However, this
market is not very active [9]. The regulating market serves as a
tool for system operators to balance the power generation to the
load at any time during real-time operations [10]. There are two
kinds of bids at each hour: the up regulation and the down
regulation.
Many researches focus on the bid strategy in the spot
market [11-14]. During real-time operations, the penalty for
over-generation is often less than the spot market price, thus
the wind power plant operators (having close to zero marginal
cost) tend to maximize their profit by outputting all of its
available wind power [15]. Reference [15] proposes a
combined energy and regulation reserve market model to allow
wind producers to participate in the regulation reserve market
with lower deviation penalties. Reference [6] proposes an
optimal bidding strategy for trading wind power in the shortterm electricity market. Stochastic optimization is adopted in
order to deal with the uncertainty of the regulation price, the
activated regulation of the power system and the forecasted
wind power generation.
As modern wind turbines have the ability to provide
regulation service control [5], it is natural for the wind power
plant operators to derate a certain amount of energy to
participate in the regulating market to maximize their profit.
And it is also because the up regulation price is always greater
than the spot price. However, it is not clear that how much
energy should the wind farms derate at each hour.
In this paper, the optimal regulation service strategy for a
wind farm to participate in the regulating market is researched.
The spot market bidding strategy is not considered and all the
available wind energy except the energy for regulation service
is traded in the spot market, because the penalty for over-

This paper is organized as follows: Section II describes the
relationship between up regulation price and wind power level.
Section III shows the formulation of the optimization problem
and the stochastic optimization method used to solve the
problem. The effect of the new strategy is illustrated in Section
IV, and finally conclusions are drawn in Section V.
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Fig. 2. The variation of spot price and regulation price with the change of wind
power level in the year 2008
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Fig. 3. The probability of up regulation activation with the change of wind
power level in the year 2008
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RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN UP REGULATION PRICE AND
WIND POWER LEVEL

The spot price and up regulation price is volatile and is
changing with time. The data of them in the western Denmark
area can be obtained from Energinet.dk [16]. Fig. 1 shows the
spot price and up regulation price of western Denmark in a
period of the year 2008. The time interval of these data is one
hour. It can be seen that the up regulation price is always
higher or equal to the spot price, which aims to encourage the
participants to consume less electricity and generate more
electricity.
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II.

power system needs more generation and less loads at lower
wind power level.

Electricity Price (DKK/MWh)

generation is always less than the spot market price and wind
power plant operators have almost zero marginal cost. The
down regulation is also not considered because the down
regulation price is always lower than the spot market price.
Therefore all the wind energy for regulation service is assumed
to be used for up regulation. Stochastic optimization and the
Monte Carlo method are adopted to deal with the uncertainty of
the up regulation price.
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Fig. 1. The spot price and up regulation price of western Denmark in a period
of the year 2008

Actually, the spot price and up regulation price variate with
the wind power level, as shown in Fig. 2. The wind power level
in this figure is the ratio of hourly wind power to the installed
capacity of the wind power in Denmark. The wind power level
is divided with the interval of 10% and the electricity price is
the mean value of all hourly prices in each range. It can be
observed that the deviation of up regulation price decreases
with the increase of wind power level. The reason is that the
power system operator needs less generation with a higher
wind power level.
The probability of up regulation activation with the change
of wind power level is shown in Fig. 3. At lower wind power
level, the probability of up regulation is higher because the

The relationship between the up regulation price and wind
power level and the relationship between the probability of up
regulation and wind power level are useful for making the
regulation service strategy for wind farms. In the next section,
stochastic optimization method is used to find the optimal
regulation service strategy based on the relationships between
the electricity price/probability of up regulation and wind
power level.
III.

STOCHASTIC OPTIMAL REGULATION SERVICE
STRATEGY

In this section, a stochastic optimal regulation service
strategy is proposed to maximize the revenue of the wind farm.
The Monte Carlo method is used in the stochastic optimization
to deal with the uncertainty of the up regulation price and of
the up regulation activation of the power system.
A. Problem formulation
In the spot market, the penalty for over-generation is
always less than the spot market price and wind farms have
almost zero marginal cost, so it is reasonable to assume that all

the available wind power except the portion for regulation
service is traded in the spot market. Meanwhile, all wind power
for regulation service is assumed to be used for up regulation.
In the real-time regulation market, wind farm operators may
only be motivated to participate in the up regulation, because
the down regulation price is usually lower than the spot price
and the wind farm operators want to maximize their revenue. It
is also assumed that the available wind power in an hour is
known beforehand, i.e., the prediction of wind power in an
hour is accurate.
There are some facts that also need to be stated. The spot
market is a day-ahead market and the spot price is known 24
hours before the operation hour. And the regulation power in
Denmark is usually paid both as a reservation price (fixed
capacity price) and an activated price (up regulation price) [17].
The current fixed capacity price is 10 million DKK per month,
and the amount of regulation power is 90 MW, so the fixed
capacity price for per MW power per hour is 154 DKK [18].

derating ratio will cause much higher load on the wind turbines
[5], thus causes too much load on the wind turbines.
Start

Initialize the derating
ratio

Decide the zone of the
wind power level

Generate the up
regulation price

Calculate the revenue
of each set
Monte Carlo Method
Update the wind
energy derating ratio

Based on the assumptions and facts, the revenue of a wind
farm in an hour can be formulated as:

R  Ew (1   ) Pspot  Ew ( Pup  Pcap )up

  Eup / Eavail

Generate the probability
of up regulation

(1)

Is the revenue
maximized?

(2)

Where R is the revenue of the wind farm, Ew is the
amount of the available wind power in an hour, Pspot and Pup

End

Fig. 4. The process of the stochastic optimization

are the spot price and up regulation price, Pcap is the fixed
activation, Eup and Eavail are the wind power for up regulation
and the available wind power, and  is the derating ratio of
the de-rated power to the available wind power.
B. Stochastic Optimization method
The aim of this paper is to maximize the revenue by finding
the optimal derating ratio for the wind farm. The available
wind power, the spot price and fixed capacity price are
assumed to be known beforehand. However, the up regulation
price and the probability of up regulation activation are still
uncertain. Therefore, stochastic optimization and the Monte
Carlo method are adopted to deal with the uncertainty of the up
regulation price and the probability of up regulation activation.
Fig. 4 shows the process of stochastic optimization. Firstly,
the derating ratio is initialized to be zero. Then, the zone of
wind power level is decided. In the judged zone of the wind
power level, the up regulation price and probability of up
regulation activation are generated based on the probability
density of up regulation price and up regulation activation in
the Danish electricity market, which has been shown in Fig. 2
and Fig. 3. The revenue of each set can then be calculated by
(1). In the Monte Carlo method, 1000 sets of data of the up
regulation price and the probability of up regulation activation
are generated. The interior point method [19] is used to solve
the nonlinear optimization problem. The method makes a lot of
iterations until the stop criterion is satisfied. And the wind
energy derating ratio is constrained as [0, 0.2] because higher

IV.

CASE STUDY

A wind farm in western Denmark is used for the case study.
The actual wind power data is collected in the year 2008. The
wind power level of the wind farm at each hour in a single day
is shown in Fig. 5. It can be seen that within this day, the wind
power level is between 10% and 20%. The hourly spot price
and hourly up regulation price in western Denmark is collected
on the same day, as shown in Fig. 6. The up regulation price at
each hour in that day is always higher than the spot price and
the highest electricity price appears around the dinner time. Fig.
7 shows the up regulation activation in western Denmark at
each hour in that day. It can be seen that the up regulation is
always activated except the hour 9 and 10.
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Fig. 5. The wind power level of the wind farm at each hour in a day
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Fig. 6. The spot price and up regulation price in western Denmark at each hour
in a day
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Fig. 8. The optimal derating ratio for the wind farm at each hour in a single day
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Fig. 7. The up regulation activation in western Denmark at each hour in a day

The optimal wind power derating ratio at each hour is
calculated using the stochastic optimization and the results are
shown in Fig. 8. The derating ratio is within the limits and
varies with time. At hour 19, the derating ratio is zero, however
the up regulation price is much higher than the spot price at this
hour, see Fig. 6. The reason is that what is shown in Fig. 6 is
the actual up regulation price, however in the real-time
operation, they are not known beforehand, so we use the Monte
Carlo method to generate the up regulation price and
probability of up regulation activation based on the probability
density of the zone where the wind power lies in. Therefore,
the generated up regulation price may be different from the real
value, which makes the strategy worse at some points.
The revenue of the wind farm with derating and without
derating at each hour in a day is illustrated in Fig. 9. The
proposed strategy can increase the revenue of the wind farm
most of the time. However, the revenue is decreased at hour 9
and 10, which is also because of the deviation of stochastic
optimization. At hour 19, there is no revenue increase, because
the derating ratio is zero, see Fig. 8. It also can be observed
from Fig. 9 that the total revenue in a day is increased using the
proposed strategy.
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Fig. 9. The revenue of the wind farm with derating and without derating at each
hour in a day

In order to further evaluate the effect of the proposed
strategy, the revenue of the wind farm at each wind power level
is calculated with derating and without derating. The revenue at
every hour in the year 2008 is calculated and is averaged in
each zone of wind power level. The results are shown in Fig.
10. It can be seen that at every wind power level, the proposed
strategy can increase the revenue of the wind farm. Fig. 11
shows the revenue increment of the wind farm with derating. It
can be seen the revenue increment is larger at high wind power
level, which is mainly because the amount of energy is higher
at high wind power level.
The revenue of per MWh wind power at each wind power
level is calculated with derating and without derating, and is
listed in TABLE I. It can be seen that the revenue increment of
per MWh wind power is the highest when wind power level is
10%. At this wind power level, the revenue increment is 3.61
DKK for per MWh energy, which accounts to 0.81% of the
revenue of per MWh energy without derating. The wind power
derating ratio at this wind power level is also the highest, at
0.143. The derating ratio tends to decrease with the increase of
wind power level, which is mainly because the up regulation
price and the probability of up regulation decrease with the
increase of wind power level, see Fig. 2 and Fig. 3.

model and the actions of a wind farm in the Nordic electricity
market. Stochastic optimization and the Monte Carlo method
are adopted to deal with the uncertainty of the up regulation
price and the probability of up regulation activation. The test in
a wind farm in western Denmark validated the proposed
strategy can increase the revenue by reserving a certain amount
of wind power for regulation service. Future work would
include the cost of wind power derating into the objective
function.
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